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Hobbit - Staff of Radagast the Brown - Weta

Category:  »  Figurines and collections  »  Hobbit collectibles
Product ID: WETAHRS
Manufacturer: WETA Workshop
Availability: 250,00 EUR
Sold Out

See it in our store.

Fashioned from an upturned sapling, Radagast’s gnarled staff serves as walking stick, magical rod and practical tool for
the wandering Wizard of the woods and wilds. At home amid the beasts and trees, Radagast has largely eschewed the
company of men or Elves or other cultured races for the solace of the forest and the companionship of its creatures. With
twiggy protrusions serving as a bird’s perch and amid which a cool blue crystal nestles, the Wizard’s twisted staff is ever
at his side, supporting him on his long, and frequently spontaneous, rambles through his forest home.

Radagast's staff was created for the film by the artists at the 3 Foot 7 Art Department.

Made in one piece from tough and strong fibreglass, this authentic prop replica has been created from molds of the
original weapon used in the film and includes the mark of Radagast on the staff.

Radagast's staff comes with a black metal bracket for display, pride of place, on your wall. The blue 'crystal' (acrylic) in
the head of the staff comes out - just as it does in the film, to create a bit of extra special magic...

The staff of Radagast the Brown is part of a range of high end authentic prop replicas from The Hobbit: An Unexpected
Journey. All created by the artists in the filmmaking community of Wellington, New Zealand.

This is a limited edition of 1,000 and includes a certificate of authenticity.

  Product parameters:
• Total length: 215 cm
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